
PROGRAM CORE COMPETENCIES

EFFECTIVE EDUCATOR 
Enduring understandings: 
•  Effective instruction requires thoughtful design and craft. 
•  Intention and passion serve meaningful learning.
Objectives: 
•  Manages students, systems, risk, and structures to 
     build safe, positive learning environments
•  Integrates place to engage students in authentic learning 
•  Applies developmental theories and instructional strategies 
    to customize instruction to diverse learners
•  Plans learning experiences from transfer goals, clear 
     objectives, and assessment evidence 

KNOWLEDGABLE FIELD SCIENTIST
Enduring understandings:
•  Relationships between observable patterns and ecological  
    processes.
•  Complexities and interactions of social-ecological systems.
Objectives:
•  Recognizes the interactions of biotic and abiotic factors in  
     ecosystem function
•  Employs sound experimental design and statistical inference 
•  Articulates how human action can alter ecosystem dynamics
•  Addresses ecological and conservation issues

TETON SCIENCE SCHOOLS’ GRADUATE PROGRAM weaves together academic courses and teaching 
experiences that position the graduate student to make an effective impact in their chosen field. The Graduate 
Program is a unique combination of academic and practical educational training through coursework in ecology 
and education as well as teaching experiences in the Jackson Hole as well as public and independent schools.  
During their year of residency at Teton Science Schools, students can earn up to 32 transferable graduate credits 
through the University of Wyoming from their academic and practicum experiences.

Teach. Learn. Lead.

Graduate Program 
of Teton Science Schools

700 Coyote Canyon Road 
Jackson, Wyoming 83001

Phone: 307.733.1313 
Fax: 307.733.7560

www.tetonscience.org
info@tetonscience.org
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INNOVATIVE LEADER
Enduring understandings:
•  Professional leadership inspires a group towards  
    shared vision
•  Innovative leadership is essential to address  
    complex societal issues
Objectives:
•  Employs effective communication techniques
•  Practices sound judgment and decision making
•  Articulates goals, inspires vision and contributes  
    to group success
•  Engages systems thinking to understand complex   
    systems and the connection to sustainability

CONSCIENTIOUS COMMUNITY MEMBER 
Enduring Understandings: 
•  Interdependence exists inherently within systems and communities
•  Communities balance shared and individual need
Objectives:
•  Lives and learns with integrity
•  Demonstrates awareness of self, others and place
•  Exemplifies adaptability and resiliency with optimism
•  Fosters and understands relationships

TEACHING PRACTICA
The three Teaching Practica (Fall, Spring, and Summer Capstone) are essential and core elements of the Teton Science 
Schools’ Graduate Program. The practica are the hands-on, mentored teaching experiences in the field and classroom 
and receive credit upon completion. 2 credits in Fall Semester,  4 credits in Spring Semester, and 4 credits in Summer 
Session.

TEACHING PRACTICA OBJECTIVES
The objective of the Teaching Practica is to improve teaching methods and expand professional education skills.  
These objectives are achieved by giving graduate students multiple opportunities to teach a variety of ages  
under the guidance of Teton Science Schools’ graduate faculty. The teaching practicum integrates the foundation of 
Teton Science Schools, applies coursework content understanding and develops leadership while seeking to build  
the core competencies of a skilled educator. The Teaching Practica inform teaching practice and nurture developing 
educators’ skills and instructional identity.
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TEACHING PRACTICA OPPORTUNITIES
Graduate Students teach in Teton Science Schools’ Education Program for 13 weeks during the academic year  
(4-5 weeks in Fall Semester and 9 weeks in Spring Semester) and an additional 6 weeks during the Summer  
Capstone Practicum. Teaching is supported through direct mentorship, seminars, observations and reflection.  
Teaching  opportunities include rotations through multi-day residential field science courses, classroom and field  
instruction in K-12 schools, extended summer courses, Journeys School, and with partner organizations. In addition, 
there are up to 7 teaching preparation weeks throughout the year.

FACULTY MENTORS
Graduate faculty supervisors oversee each teaching  
practicum team. Faculty supervisors possess a master’s 
degree or higher and are in charge of supervising 4-8 
graduate students each semester. This includes the  
administration of programs, scheduling of graduate  
students in various teaching opportunities, supervising 
graduate students in the execution of programs, and  
mentoring graduate students in their development  
as educators.

SEASONAL DEVELOPMENTAL EMPHASES FOR LEADERSHIP IN FIELD SCIENCE EDUCATION
Each season presents new opportunities for development of educational skills and topics; emphases will be  
approached on a continuum, with mentors and graduate students focusing on individual expertise and teaching  
goals. The seasonal progression includes the following topics:
• Fall Semester: Student management, positive learning environments, field teaching techniques, place based  
   education and reflective practice
• Spring Semester: Winter - Instructional and assessment strategies, learning styles, developmental theory, and  
   teaching science as inquiry. Spring - Curriculum planning, backwards design, advanced lesson plan development,   
   questioning strategies and action research.
• Summer Semester: The Capstone Teaching Practicum is the culminating experience for the Graduate Program  
   where students synthesize their year-long learning in a challenging and practical way. 

CAPSTONE TEACHING PRACTICUM
The Capstone Teaching Practicum is the culminating experience of the Leadership in Field Science Education. It  
enables students to synthesize their year-long learning in an authentic, challenging and practical way.  During the  
Capstone, graduate students will…
• Apply innovative leadership in authentic, new, and broader programming experiences
      •  Special focus on vision & action in application to capstone (ie – curriculum design, implementation 
          and evaluation)
•  Synthesize learnings as an effective educator and knowledgeable field scientist
•  Focus on practice of conscientious community membership and development of community within student groups
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COMMUNITY & TEAMWORK
The Graduate Program is a close knit community of 18-25 students. It is a living and learning environment that 
provides rich and exceptional learning experiences not found in other programs.  The community aspect of the 
program builds lifelong relationships and contributes to a significant personal development. Commitment to being 
a contributing community member is essential to a successful experience.  The teamwork required in the Teaching 
Practica and academic projects result in exceptional personal and professional growth.  

LEADERSHIP
During the year graduate students develop leadership skills in a variety of roles during teaching, academic courses, 
and community living. These skills are refined through seminars focused on TSS’ Graduate Program Leadership  
Principles, explicit assignments (e.g. Personal Leadership Profile) and community living. Outdoor leadership is also 
emphasized throughout the program with opportunities to participate and lead front country and backcountry 
events.

LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES
Leadership is the art of skillfully inspiring a group towards a shared vision. There are seven leadership principles 
emphasized in the Graduate Program. 

COMMUNICATION
• Listen actively, paraphrase for clarity, ask questions
• Use “I” language – speak for yourself
• State what you think, feel and want with tact
• Be transparent when appropriate
• Address conflict directly and compassionately 

AWARENESS OF SELF, OTHERS AND PLACE
• Self-reflect
• Practice self-control – of language and actions
• Understand your strengths, limitations and needs
• Develop awareness of internal thoughts and feelings
• Strive to understand how you affect others, the environment, 
   and your community
• Demonstrate and ask for respect
• Realize the power of role modeling 

INTEGRITY
• Be courageous – consciously challenge yourself
• Be honest – with yourself and others
• Own your mistakes and celebrate success
• Be present
• Practice self-acceptance
• Be kind
• Discover your own values and live accordingly

JUDGMENT AND DECISION-MAKING 
• Reflect on experiences to predict potential outcomes
• Use appropriate decision-making models
• Think critically, question assumptions, challenge norms
• Offer feedback, welcome feedback
• Learn from mistakes 
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LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES (cont’d) 
SYSTEMS THINKING
• Develop the ability to think in terms of relationships, connectedness and context
• Consider long and short-term consequences of actions
• Recognize the possibility of unintended consequences of any action
• Strive to recognize complex and interdependent relationships
• Develop the ability to look at an issue from many angles and perspectives
• Consider underlying mental models that contribute to patterns of behavior

VISION AND ACTION
• Articulate goals, inspire shared vision and achieve group success
• Motivate others
• Create and facilitate learning experiences
• Help to create what you want to see
• Role model the way
• Be bold - be an agent of social change

ADAPTABILITY AND RESILIENCY
• Practice personal sustainability
• Learn to endure and even enjoy hard work and challenge
• Control what you can, recognize what you can’t
• Turn challenges into opportunities to grow and learn
• Search for creative solutions to problems
• Work hard, play hard – laugh
• Stay focused in difficult circumstances and be aware of internal emotions
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ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS
Good graduate education requires commitment on the part of the learner. Our courses are block scheduled,  
rigorous, experiential in character, and student centered. Students receive considerable one on one attention  
from faculty and work closely on projects with faculty and fellow graduate students. Our faculty is committed to 
student success and has high expectations for graduate student performance. There will be many opportunities  
to interact with renowned scientists, educators, writers, and other professionals throughout the year.

ACADEMIC COURSES
The academic component of the Graduate Program provides instruction and knowledge development in ecological 
field science, educational theory, and educational leadership. The courses are generally block scheduled for two to 
four weeks and interweave lectures, fieldwork, classroom presentations and independent projects. All courses are 
graduate level semester credits.

FALL SEMESTER 2017
Emphases: Introduction to Place-based Education, Teaching Practices and Field Science 

Introduction to Field Science Teaching - 3 credits
This course is also designed to introduce students to place-based education and basic instructional concepts for 
teaching environmental science in the outdoors. Students will learn field science content, principles of connecting to 
place, teaching techniques, and learning theories related to place-based education and field science teaching. Field 
activities, readings, and modeling of teaching techniques will be included in the course. Graduate students will teach 
lessons to elementary students in the field and classroom. The course will engage graduate students in learning  
environmental science principles and applying these principles in field teaching settings. 

Community Ecology of the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem - 3 credits
This field-based course is focused on community ecology from qualitative and quantitative perspectives. Selected 
topics include: diversity patterns, niche theory, succession and disturbance, fire ecology, climate change, herbivory 
impacts, and predator-prey dynamics – emphasizing local communities. The course will also familiarize students  
with basic field data collection, statistical analysis, and research techniques through student-generated field  
research projects. 

Principles of Place-Based Education - 3 credits
Place-based education exposes students to the historical, political, and eco-social underpinnings of place-based  
education while supporting students in developing thoughtful place-based pedagogies and personal connection to 
place. These principles are interwoven in academic course work and practicum throughout the year. 

Fall Teaching Practicum - 2 credits
The Fall Teaching Practicum is an introductory experience to  
teaching in Teton Science Schools Education Program. Graduate 
Students become instructors in the Education Program under  
the tutelage and mentorship of Graduate Program Faculty. Fall  
Practicum includes 4 weeks (approximately 120 hours) of teaching 
in outdoor field education or in regional public schools within our 
outreach program and focuses on improving student management 
skills and instruction techniques. Teaching teams consist of 5-8  
graduate students and 1-2 faculty. 
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SPRING SEMESTER 2018
Emphases: Greater depth and skill development in place-based instruction, winter ecology, and leadership 

Winter Ecology of the Yellowstone Ecosystem - 2 Credits
Winter Ecology emphasizes the effects of winter on organisms and subsequent organismal adaptations. Energy flux, 
snowpack physics, organismal adaptations, avalanche awareness, and the influence of winter on wildlife management 
are emphasized through lectures and field laboratories. Students will develop their own independent (field or lab) 
research project on a winter ecology topic and present their results.  

Advanced Instructional Strategies - 3 credits
This course will challenge each student to delve into the nature of “idea making” to uncover how humans construct 
meaning from the world and the educator’s role in that process. You will be asked to explore your own beliefs about 
education and then integrate new strategies into your teaching. 

Spring Teaching Practicum - 4 credits
The Spring Teaching Practicum is an immersion experience in Teton Science Schools Education Program that builds 
teaching methods and expands professional skills begun in the Fall Practicum. This practicum applies coursework  
content understanding and develops leadership. The teaching practicum will nurture an evolving set of skills and  
instructional identity. Graduate students become instructors in the Education Program under the tutelage and  
mentorship of faculty. Spring Practicum includes 9 weeks (approximately 270 hours) of teaching in outdoor field  
education; regional public schools within our outreach program; and/or in the classroom at Teton Science Schools’ 
Journey’s School. Teaching teams consist of 5-8 graduate students and 1-2 faculty.  

Ecological Inquiry - 3 credits 
This course uses ecological concepts to study the impacts of natural resource management policies in the Greater 
Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE). An extensive team-based project explores the multiple perspectives of these issues. 
This course will address basic ecological concepts and natural resource management issues in the GYE. Emphasis will 
be placed on developing critical thinking skills and exploring the effects of resource management policy and actions. 
Activities will be student driven and involve interviewing people involved in GYE issues and presenting those issues  
to the class.

SUMMER SESSION 2018
Emphasis: Final capstone synthesis of yearlong learning 

Advanced Elements of Field Ecology Course Design - 5 credits 
This course is an integrated education and ecology course that addresses topics in field ecology including natural  
history, identification, taxonomy, physiology, and educational strategies for teaching these topics. The primary  
elements of study include ornithology, botany, and entomology. Students will design field ecology courses that  
include field research, outdoor leadership, and natural history components. 

Capstone Teaching Practicum - 4 credits 
The Capstone Teaching Practicum is the culminating 
experience of the Graduate Program. Students will 
synthesize field teaching, ecology, & leadership skills 
developed through the academic year. They will: teach 
greater content depth using a wider array of education 
strategies; mentor students over multi-week programs; 
lead multi-week programs with greater independence 
from faculty; effectively use backcountry experiences 
as an educational tool; and lead longer term research  
& science inquiry projects. 
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UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIPS
The Teton Science Schools Graduate Program is a year-long experience in place-based, experiential and field science 
education. The program integrates ecology and place-based teaching to develop innovative leaders in science and  
education. The program is designed to weave together academic courses and practicum-based teaching experiences 
that place the graduate student in the best possible position to make a positive impact in their chosen field. During 
their year in residency at Teton Science Schools, students accumulate 32 transferable graduate credits through the 
University of Wyoming for their academic and practicum experiences. Official transcripts are issued from the  
University of Wyoming.

UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING
Science and Math Teaching Center
The Graduate Program operates under the accreditation of the 
Science and Mathematics Teaching Center at the University of 
Wyoming. When a student is accepted into Teton Science Schools 
Graduate Program, concurrent application may be made to the Masters of Science in Natural Science program at 
the Science and Math Teaching Center. Upon acceptance to the Science and Mathematics Teaching Center graduate 
program, students will have full graduate degree seeking status at the University of Wyoming. Dual matriculation into 
Teton Science Schools’ and the Science and Mathematics Teaching Center graduate programs does not require the 
student to complete their master’s degree at the University of Wyoming but does convey the opportunity to  
seamlessly complete their graduate work at the University of Wyoming following completion of their year at Teton 
Science Schools. The University of Wyoming applies 15 credits taken at Teton Science Schools toward a 30 credit  
dual Masters of Science in Natural Science and Environment and Natural Resources to be completed over at least 2 
semesters, depending on the student’s background. The University of Wyoming also offers an attractive option for  
students interested in gaining teaching credentials. This is currently only available for those who are interested in 
teaching high school biology.

The Haub School of Environment and Natural Resources
The Haub School of Environment and Natural Resources at the University of Wyoming offers a graduate program that 
emphasizes an interdisciplinary, problem-based approach to tackling real-world challenges. Graduate students in the 
program are given leadership responsibilities and an opportunity to bring their own disciplinary perspective to bear  
in classes. Graduate studies in Environment and Natural Resources are always completed in conjunction with a degree 
program in another discipline (e.g. Masters of Science in Natural Science/Environment and Natural Resources). In  
this way, Environment and Natural Resources adds a breadth of perspective to the depth of training in a traditional 
discipline. The objective of this program is to provide master’s students with an opportunity to add knowledge about 
the human, policy, legal, and scientific elements of Environment and Natural Resources issues to their traditional  
graduate program. Teton Science Schools’ graduate students are encouraged to consider adding Environment and 
Natural Resources to their course of study when in residence at the University of Wyoming.

University of Wyoming Financial Support
The University of Wyoming also offers teaching assistantships and has the Nunn Family Scholarship to support 
Teton Science Schools’ graduate students during their year in Laramie.

Contact: Sylvia Parker
Director Science & Mathematics Teaching Center
Phone: 307-766-3776 • Email: sparker@uwyo.edu 
Contact: For those interested in teaching credentials
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University of Wyoming Financial Support (cont’d)
Todd Krieger
Manager of Student Advising for Teacher Education
Phone: 307-766-2230 • Email: tkrieger@uwyo.edu 
Contact: Courtney Carlson
Assistant Director, Haub School of Environment
and Natural Resources
Phone: 307-766-2068 • Email: ccarlso9@uwyo.edu

OTHER UNIVERSITY PARTNERS
While our principle partner is the University of Wyoming’s Science and Mathematics Teaching Center and The 
Haub School of Environment and Natural Resources, many of our students have completed their graduate degrees 
at universities throughout the country. Students have flexibility to select an institution that best fits their career 
plans to complete their Master’s degrees, be it at the University of Wyoming; one of our partner schools; or by 
transferring credits to other accredited graduate institutions.
Our partner universities have recognized the high caliber students who have come through the Teton Science 
Schools Graduate Program; as a result they have developed post-Teton Science Schools programs and accept more 
than the normal number of transfer credits. It is important to note that incoming graduate students do not need to 
matriculate at these schools. Matriculation can take place either during or after the program.
Please Note: Graduate education is a very individualized experience. Successful admission and completion  
depends on the requirements of the graduate program and university, as well as on the prospective student’s 
academic background and undergraduate coursework. Certain deficiencies in coursework (or the requirements of 
a student’s graduate committee) may require longer time or credit commitments than what are outlined below. 
Therefore, we strongly encourage prospective students to have their undergraduate transcripts reviewed by the 
university program to determine what their individual requirements will be to complete the program of interest.

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
Utah State University’s Department of Environment and Society has developed a Master’s of Science degree 
program in either: Human Dimensions of Ecosystem Science and Management, Recreation Resources Management, 
Geography or Bioregional Planning. Utah State University accepts 21 credits, leaving students 9 credits to complete 
a Masters over 2 semesters, depending on the student’s background.

Contact: Mark Brunson
Chair Department of Environment and Society
Phone 435-797-2458 • Email: mark.brunson@usu.edu

UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO
The University of Idaho offers degree options through their Department of Conservation and Social Science.  
UI accepts 21 of the Professional Residency credits toward a 30 credit master’s degree, depending on the student’s 
background. One semester in attendance is required. 

Contact: Dr. Larry Young – Department Chair
Phone 208-885-7911 • Email larryy@uidaho.edu
Dr. Steven Hollenhorst – Professor
Phone 208-885-7911 • Email stevenh@uidaho.edu
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MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY AT BILLINGS
MSU Billings has developed several options for students who want to complete a Masters degree and include a 
teaching license. They accept 18 credits leaving an additional 18 credits to complete, depending on the student’s 
background. Students can opt to complete a Masters of Education without credentials in two semesters. Or, if a  
student has an undergraduate area of mastery (i.e. English, History, Biology), they can complete a Masters of  
Education with a Secondary School license (this covers 5th through 12th grade). Students who wish to teach in  
elementary classrooms can take their graduate credits and complete a Masters of Education with Elementary  
credentials in a unique 12 month program of course work and classroom experience.

Contact: Dr. Ken Miller – Director of Educational Programs and  
Dept. Chair; Professor, Science
Phone 406-657-2362 • Email kmiller@msubillings.edu

PRESCOTT COLLEGE
It is the mission of Prescott College to educate students of diverse ages and backgrounds to understand, thrive in, 
and enhance our world community and environment. Our philosophy stresses experiential learning and self-direction 
in an interdisciplinary curriculum. The low residency Master of Arts Program can be completed from a distance  
over at least 2 semesters, depending on the student’s background. This enables students to maintain their  
professional and family lives while working on a graduate degree. The Prescott College Master of Arts Program allows 
Teton Science Schools, graduates to transfer in 15 semester credit hours toward a 40 semester credit hour master’s 
degree in either Environmental Studies or Education with possible concentrations in Environmental Education,  
Experiential Education, Conservation, or Natural History. 

Contact: Admissions Counselor
Phone: 877-350-2100 x 2102

ANTIOCH UNIVERSITY NEW ENGLAND
Antioch University New England recognizes 15-18 credits, depending on concentration from the Teton Science 
Schools’ graduate program toward a Master of Science in Environmental Studies. Concentrations are available in 
Conservation Biology, Environmental Education, Sustainable Development and Climate Change.
 
Contact: http://www.antiochne.edu/es/default.cfm 
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TUITION & FEE COVERAGE
Tuition costs vary depending upon concentration and 
full year options. Tuition includes cost of instruction,  
special events, guest speakers and field trips. University of  
Wyoming graduate credit is a separate fee covering the 32 
graduate credits.  The graduate program has an on campus 
housing and food service option and an off campus housing 
and food service option. On campus housing and food  
service includes 50 weeks of housing and 50 weeks of 3 meals 
a day for 7 days a week. Off campus food service provides  
food service during times the student is in class or practicum 
on campus.

STIPENDS
The Summer Capstone experience includes a two month  
graduate teaching assistantship stipend of $1,175/month  
for a total of $2,350. 

SCHOLARSHIPS
A variety of scholarships are available to defray the cost  
of tuition and fees. Merit Scholarship applications are  
located on our website at: 
www.tetonscience.org/graduate_admissions_tuition 

KELLY CAMPUS FOOD SERVICE
Our professional food service staff provides healthy,  
nutritious meals for the graduate students and program  
participants in our Dining Hall. Food service plan 
includes meals three meals a day, seven days a week.
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